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We address the problem of controlling and simulating interactions between multiple physics-based characters, using short unlabeled motion clips. We propose Adversarial Interaction Priors (AIP), a multi-agents generative adversarial imitation learning (MAGAIL) approach, which extends recent deep reinforcement learning (RL) works aiming at imitating single character example motions. The main contribution of this work is to extend the idea of motion imitation of a single character to interaction imitation between multiple characters. Our method uses a control policy for each character to imitate interactive behaviors provided by short example motion clips, and associates a discriminator for each character, which is trained on actor-specific interactive motion clips. The discriminator returns interaction rewards that measure the similarity between generated behaviors and demonstrated ones in the reference motion clips. The policies and discriminators are trained in a multi-agent adversarial reinforcement learning procedure, to improve the quality of the behaviors generated by each agent. The initial results show the effectiveness of our method on the interactive task of shadowboxing between two fighters.

1 INTRODUCTION

Physics-based character control is a very active field of research, as it enables to generate physically valid animation in complex interactive environments. In applications where a simulated character/agent has to interact with an environment that may involve other agents (simulated or real users), it has to react realistically to a large variety of unexpected situations. Here, “realistic” means that the motions should preserve a natural style, and the actions performed by the agent could have been performed by a real person in the same situation.

Previous works demonstrated the promising use of data-driven approaches based on deep RL in order to improve the quality of a character motions for a wide range of behaviors. Recent techniques include Generative Adversarial Imitation Learning (GAIL), which enables a character to have realistic behavior learned from large datasets of multiple motion clips [Peng et al. 2021]. This approach mainly uses an adversarial discriminator output as a reward instead of manually designing imitation rewards, such as measuring pose errors between a simulated and a synchronized reference motion. However, most of these works aim at controlling a single character, while behaviors involving interactions between multiple characters have not been widely explored.

We propose adversarial interaction priors (AIP), a method for imitating interactions of multiple characters from non-annotated motion clips, based on the Multi-Agent GAIL framework (MAGAIL) [Song et al. 2018], an extension of GAIL to the multi-agent setting. As input to the system, we use two non-annotated datasets: 1) a single-actor dataset containing motions of single actors performing a set of motions linked to a specific application, and 2) an interaction dataset containing a few examples of interactions between several actors for this application. Based on these datasets, our system trains control policies allowing each character to imitate the interactive skills associated with each actor. Similarly to AMP [Peng et al. 2021], the single-actor dataset is used by all agents...
to provide them with the ability to imitate realistic motions, as well as a way to add user control through some defined objective. These individual motion capabilities provide each agent with a repertoire of behaviors that can be used to interact with other agents. The interaction dataset is used to train each agent on how to behave in different interactive situations that involve multiple agents. The interaction prior is therefore acting as a measure of similarity between the motions generated by the policies when the agents are interacting with each other, while the motion prior is measuring similarity between the motions produced by a character and the motions in the same dataset, independently of the other characters.

2 OUR APPROACH

Our method is based on MAGAIL [Song et al. 2018], where an individual discriminator is assigned to each agent $i$, and trained to recognize behaviors based on its role in the interaction dataset. A policy controlling each agent gets rewards from the associated discriminator. The original formulation of MAGAIL assumes having access to the actions of the demonstrations, which could be difficult to get when dealing with unstructured and unlabeled motion capture data. Previous works [Peng et al. 2021] tackled this problem by using transitions of observations contained in this unlabeled motion clip $(o, o')$, where $o, o'$ are observations of an agent at time step $t$ and $t+1$ respectively. However, in the setting of interaction between multiple agents, the observation of each agent contains information about itself $o_i$ as well as about other agents $o_{-i} = \{o_o, o_s\}$. Since other agents are controlled by their own policies that change during training, the environment from the perspective of each agent becomes non-stationary. This is crucial for training the discriminators, as the observations of an agent might differ slightly from the demonstrations, because of this non-stationary environment. Hence, the policy could get lower reward because other agents changed their actions, as the full observation’s transition could be never seen in the demonstration. Therefore, we propose to change the discriminator’s input to omit observations about other agents for the next time step $o'_{-i}$, leading to $(o_i, o_-, o'_s)$, without $o'_{-s}$, as the input for the individual discriminators. The intuition behind this choice is that we want each agent to perform actions that lead to similar interactive behaviors, as depicted by the demonstrations based on the current observation of other agents, no matter what their actions for the next time step. Therefore, the loss for the individual discriminator $D_i$ for an agent $i$, is given by:

$$L_i = L_{int}(o_i, o_{-i}, o'_s) + L_{gp} \quad (1)$$

where $L_{int}$ is the interaction loss which trains the individual discriminator to distinguish between the agent behavior and behaviors from interactive demonstrations, $L_{gp}$ is the gradient penalty loss used in AMP which is crucial for training stability of the discriminators. Similarly to AMP, we include a common discriminator between all agents, for which the loss is given by:

$$L_{common} = L_s(o_i, o'_s) + L_{gp} \quad (2)$$

where $L_s$ forces the discriminator to differentiate between agents behaviors and behaviors depicted in the single actor motion dataset. This is used for data augmentation in case the interaction dataset does not cover all possible situations. This is also a mean to use different behaviors from those included in the interaction dataset, in case a control or constraint-specific reward is used for training the policies. At the current stage of this work, we do not consider such control or constraint-specific rewards, but only rewards defined by the discriminators.

The policies are trained using a combination of the multi-agent proximal policy optimization algorithm [Yu et al. 2021], and MAGAIL: at each time step $t$, each agent receives an interaction-reward from the interaction prior $r_{int} = r_{int}(o_i, o_{-i}, o'_s)$ and a style reward from the motion prior $r_s = r_s(o_i, o'_s)$, computed from the discriminators output, as described in [Peng et al. 2021]. The rewards are then used in a linear combination to optimize each policy. The overview of the approach is depicted in the supplementary material.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We applied this work to shadow-boxing with two fighters. In this combat sport exercise, the fighters minimize contacts to avoid injury. As we used marker-based motion capture, shadow-boxing prevent from potentially dangerous contacts with rigid markers. A 70-second interaction clip was recorded with the two fighters, along with 6 minutes single actor clips of boxing-specific motions (see the supplementary video).

Some snapshots of the simulation results are given in figure 1. The supplementary video shows some simulated sequences, which are compared to motion capture data. The simulated agents learned various interactive behaviors. They move around each other with light steps until they find openings for attacks, get close to each other and keep their guard up, respond fast to attacks by either dodging to the back or to the side for counter-attacks. Distinct roles and motion styles for each agent are also noticed.

Our future direction involves imitating reference motions with consistent physical contact between actors, as well as defining constraint-specific rewards to control the interactions. We also plan to evaluate the ability of this system to handle a wide variety of interactions.
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